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2 Why do Academics Work? Institutions and Incentives



Abstract This paper studies the question of academic motivation, examining how academic staff apportion their working time between teaching and research in an institutional setting where the employer a typical UK university - can only set very weak constraints on work effort. For academics who like to do at least some teaching and research, it turns out that the prevailing incentive system induces three types of behaviour: specialisation in teaching; a mixture of teaching and research but not facing an overall time constraint; a time constrained mixture of teaching and research. Academics can also move between institutions, and this option, with different institutions operating with different objectives as reflected in the incentives they offer to do research, results in a process of selection by academics. Academics of particular types concentrate in institutions that reward the skills offered by each type. The paper concludes by noting that efforts to modify the incentive system to induce greater effort from academics, and in particular more research, are likely to result in difficult management problems which UK universities have not generally been willing to address.
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3 Why do Academics Work? Institutions and Incentives 1. Setting the Scene One of the puzzles of the academic world is why so many academic staff work as hard as they appear to do, while others choose to do very little academic work, apparently without attracting critical attention from their employing institutions - unless, perhaps, they commit a serious criminal offence or bring the good name of the institution into disrepute. There are clearly two aspects to this puzzle that need to be clearly separated: (a) issues of institutional management; and (b) individual motivation in a given institutional setting. This paper is mostly about (b), but in order to set the scene I start with a few remarks about (a). Until relatively recently, academics were not thought to need management in the sense regarded as completely standard in the commercial world. They were regarded as professionals whose own “professional ethos” would ensure that they would carry out their assigned teaching and administrative duties competently and diligently, advance knowledge through research, and in other ways contribute to the overall performance - and the reputation - of their employing institutions to the best of their abilities. Hence institutions saw themselves as employing academics in various departments, and then leaving them to get on with whatever research they chose to do, without interference or intervention from institutional management. It was accepted that research was a long term task, and there are numerous documented instances of academics apparently producing no output for a decade or more, and then publishing “the great work”1. Equally, many academics produced no visible research output at all, but this was rarely regarded as cause for institutional concern. Probably this somewhat naive and idealistic conception of the academic life was never wholly accurate. But it has been seriously undermined - not only in the UK but in much of the developed world - by many important changes over the last two-three decades. Focusing on the UK specifically, the recent period has seen the introduction of regular appraisal of academic staff; a shift in the role of departmental head from academic leader to departmental manager; the development of a system of regular research assessment exercises (RAEs); a doubling of studentstaff ratios as student numbers have risen steadily; and a significant decline in academic salaries relative to other comparable professions. The recent establishment of the Institute of Learning and Teaching, in the wake of the Dearing Report, finally acknowledges the need for academic



4 staff to be properly trained in order to fulfil their teaching function adequately. Previously, such training was minimal, presumably due to an assumption that anyone “suitable” for employment by a university ought to be able to teach.2 That myth is finally on the way out, at least in the UK. Taken together, these changes put pressure on higher education institutions to demand higher levels of performance from their academic staff, both in terms of teaching - with higher teaching loads than formerly - and in terms of research - with the RAE highlighting the “problem” of non-research-active academic staff. However, although the initial three-year probationary period that marks the beginning of an academic career in the UK is nowadays treated far more seriously than it used to be - both by new, would-be academics and by their employing institutions - to the extent that it now forms an effective barrier to securing a permanent post, there has not been much change post-probation. Once an individual is confirmed in a permanent academic post, his/her position is secure given the institution of tenure.



Few UK academics lose their jobs except in extreme



circumstances such as the closure of a whole department, and even then serious efforts are usually undertaken to find comparable academic posts in other institutions for those displaced. Hence although the legal status of tenure both varies somewhat across institutions and is subject to some ambiguity over what it actually means, it is treated both by individual academics and by HE institutions as conferring a secure, lifetime employment contract on the individuals concerned3. (For an interesting review of tenure in a US context, see McPherson and Shapiro, 1999). Given such contracts, even if to some degree only implicit ones, institutions seek to influence academics’ working practices more through various forms of social pressure than through the direct management and control of what individuals actually do. Other factors influencing the intensity and direction of an academic’s work are: their personal satisfaction in knowing they are working well; their own personal ambitions; and the pay and promotion structure. The first of these relates to the professional “ethos” referred to above. While not unimportant, it is frequently overstated and should be regarded as a general background factor rather than as something likely to explain the large observable differences in performance between academics. The second and third factors are related in that personal ambition is likely to include gaining promotion to Senior Lecturer, Reader and eventually Professor, and the rewards of this



5 obviously depend on the pay structure. But ambition could also include less tangible factors such as seeking recognition, both national and international, fame in one’s specialist field, and managerial aspects such as becoming Head of Department or Dean of a Faculty. For academics in the UK, the pay structure is set nationally following annual negotiations between employers and the campus trade unions, having regard to the most recent financial settlement enjoyed by the Higher Education Funding Councils (through which the bulk of public funding for the universities, especially in support of teaching, is channelled). The lecturer scale currently has 17 points (covering Lecturer A, Lecturer B and some discretionary points at the top), and the normal practice is for an academic to move up one point (increment) each year until he/she reaches the top of the scale. In promotion rounds, accelerated increments are sometimes awarded for exceptionally good performance, but it is virtually unknown for the normal increment to be withheld and unheard of for an academic’s pay actually to be reduced for poor performance. In contrast, pay flexibility is greater both in many US universities and in the UK private sector, where pay does not always rise each year, and progress depends on performance. In this wider context, UK academics stand out as a relatively privileged group (though not unlike some other professional groups, and the Civil Service). If an academic is on the Senior Lecturer (SL) scale, the same points apply. There is no separate Reader scale, since that grade merely encompasses the top four points of the SL scale. Finally, for Professors there is a nationally approved minimum but no scale, so that individual pay depends on periodic reviews of performance by the employing institution. Thus aside from the senior promoted grade (Professor), most academic pay depends much more on years of service than on any measurable indicator of performance or effort. Given this, the pecuniary incentives associated with being an academic are most significant in relation to promotion. For most academics in the UK, the two key steps here are: Lecturer to SL, and SL to Professor. Although sometimes paying lip service to teaching and administrative contributions, most HE institutions in the UK base promotion on an academic’s contribution to research, measured in terms of high quality publication, research funding, supervision of doctoral students, and similar indicators. Since this practice is widely known, it is not unreasonable to suppose that individual academics, especially the more ambitious and able ones who actively seek promotion, will take it into account in deciding how to allocate their time and effort as between teaching and



6 research. This point is incorporated into one of the models developed below. Promotion to Professor is most usually an externally advertised appointment in the UK system, and thus for most people attaining that grade, it entails a shift of institution. However, personal chairs are also awarded to an institution’s own staff, both to recognise exceptionally strong performance and to retain particularly good staff who might otherwise be attracted to chairs elsewhere. Again, research performance is usually the key to promotion to Professor. Against this background, subsequent sections of the paper develop some simple models to explore academic incentives. The basic model of an individual academic in a given institutional setting is presented in Section 2. Next, Section 3 examines a number of possible solutions to the model, identifying two main types of solution. Section 4 widens the analysis to examine briefly the impact of mobility and institutional competition on academic incentives, developing a two-institution model as a helpful analytical tool. Section 5 concludes by offering some suggestions for reforming the academic pay and promotion system in the light of the foregoing analysis.



2. Modelling the Individual Academic in a Given Institution Designing wage schedules to elicit worker effort and good performance is a difficult, and still imperfectly understood task, whose parameters will be sensitive to the particular work environment being investigated. Even with a given wage schedule, it is not always easy to understand fully the incentives they provide to the workforce concerned. On the question of designing a schedule, Lazear (2000), shows that the efficient design depends on what can be observed (worker effort or output), as well as on the hitherto neglected aspect of worker selection. Especially with a heterogenous workforce, it is important to design the pay system not only to reward those currently employed in each job, but to ensure that the “right” people are selected (or select themselves). The analysis shows that setting a minimum performance standard (e.g. a minimum effort level - which could simply take the form of a standard “hours of work”) and allowing pay to be positively but only mildly associated with output can induce effective sorting4. Some aspects of the selection problem in a university context are explored in Section 4. But the problem initially studied in this paper is rather less ambitious. It concerns how



7 to motivate academics to produce good quality teaching and research, in an environment with something close to tenure - or at least, with working conditions that are perceived by both institutions and the individuals working in them as being close to tenure. The main features of the payment system are here taken as given, and their implications for academics’ behaviour are then explored. Issues of mobility between institutions are not examined in this part of the analysis. Beath et al. (2000) discuss the problem of academic motivation in a specific context where the activities that academics can choose are fundamental research, consultancy/applied research; alternatively they can work in private sector research, or become “managers”, a shorthand term for any other occupation not involving the pursuit of research. Academics can supplement their basic income and by “taxing” this extra income (through overhead charges and the like) institutions can loosen their own budget constraints and hence do more fundamental research with a given public budget. Thus there can be a symbiotic relationship between relatively entrepreneurial academics and the institutions which employ them. That paper, like this section of the present one, focuses on the individual academic. However, it is worth noting that research is often carried out in teams whose members might have rather different abilities, and many research problems require a number of “stages” of research to be carried out simultaneously. Hence quite aside from the individual incentives studied here, there are important questions of the efficient organisation of research, which in turn can be influenced in the UK by the way in which periodic research assessment exercises (RAEs) are carried out. This idea, and a model to explore it based on concepts drawn from the theory of system reliability, is investigated in La Manna (2000). Returning to the model of Beath et al. (2000), the individual academic’s utility function is: u(y, r), where y is income, r is the time spent on fundamental research; a = 1 - r is then the time spent on applied research. The analysis regarded teaching activity as going on in the background, but it was not explicitly modelled. Here, though, the interest is on both teaching and research, with t and r being the respective time inputs. Academics vary in their productivity in teaching and research. An academic of type (a, b) has productivity a in teaching, productivity b in research. Then the output of teaching, adjusted for productivity, is T = a.t Along the lines of Beath et al. (2000), it is assumed that in order to have any research



8 output at all, some minimum time allocation, k, must be devoted to that activity. In this sense, research is assumed to be an activity subject to increasing returns to scale at the level of each individual undertaking it. Further, I assume that research is a risky activity, in that even for a time allocation above k, the output will not be certain. In other words, even when an academic chooses to devote a great deal of time to research, the activity might not be successful. Either experiments fail, or papers written on the basis of the research fail to secure publication. Less dramatically, a research programme expected to yield a whole series of good papers might only yield one or two. Hence individual academics have to make judgements about how much of their time they should devote to research without knowing for sure how productive that time will prove to be. These considerations are modelled by assuming that an individual’s research output, R, is zero if r < k, and n.b(r - k) otherwise, where n is a positive random variable with p.d.f., f(n). This density function is assumed to be defined on the range, N $ n $ 0. It is worth remarking immediately that this simple formulation already explains why we observe academics either doing lots of research or virtually none - since the output from doing an intermediate amount is zero or close to zero. For an individual academic, the utility function is taken to be of the form: u(y, T, R), or



{



}



more exactly, given the risks associated with research, E u( y , T , R) , where E denotes the n



expected value. We then have to consider how income, y, is determined, and the various constraints on individual performance required by their employing institutions. Institutional constraints We take the institutional view first. As indicated above, it is almost unknown for an institution in the UK to fire an academic for doing no research, even though the conduct of research is normally written into academic employment contracts. So for the institution, all we can say is that there is a condition, R ³ 0 . As far as teaching is concerned, it is not easy for an institution to observe teaching quality reliably, so the effective teaching output, T, may be known to individuals themselves but not to the institution. All the institution can observe is the time input devoted to teaching, t, and it is likely to expect some minimum number of (contact) hours in a given period. So there will be



9 some lower limit to t, say t, and hence a condition, t ³ t Hence the minimum acceptable effort from an institution’s point of view is:



( R , T ) ³ (0, at )



(1)



Among other things, this shows that for a low productivity academic, zero research and poor quality teaching will both be accepted without penalty. In most UK higher education institutions, this is the common experience. So why do some, indeed probably most, academics choose to work far more than the institutional minimum appears to imply? To explore this, we turn to the determinants of the academic’s income. Academic income Now, suppose the basic income of a lecturer is w; to this can be added a sum related to the research contribution, R. This can be rationalised as follows. First, it is still relatively unusual for academics to be paid additional sums for good quality or large amounts of teaching; nor, contrary to the stated policies of many institutions nowadays, do teaching contributions noticeably enhance promotion prospects. Second, the successful pursuit of research confers three benefits on an academic: (a) it fosters mobility, so either an academic can move elsewhere to gain a higher income or the home institution eventually has to offer more pay to retain the expertise (this aspect is discussed in the next section); (b) in the home institution itself, it enhances promotion prospects regardless of any alternative options to move elsewhere; and (c) it brings with it the possibility of consultancy opportunities (income from which may or may not be shared with the home institution, depending on the prevailing “rules of the game”). On the other hand, by choosing to undertake research at a high enough level to give R > 0, an academic sacrifices opportunities to earn other, non-research-related income, e.g. through giving short courses and the like, giving rise to an opportunity cost, C 5. Taking these points together, we can regard the income of an academic in the following terms:



for suitable positive 8.



y = w (1 + lR), when r ³ k ; = w + C, otherwise



(2)



10



Optimisation Problem The result is that the academic’s optimisation problem takes the form of maximising w.r.t. t and r the expression:



W = E { u( y , T , R)} . n



(3)



subject to the constraints (1) and (2), together with the conditions: T = at; R = 0 if r < k and R = nb.(r - k), otherwise; and t + r £ 1



(4)



Informational Assumptions As regards his/her contribution to teaching, it is assumed that an academic knows the relevant productivity parameter, a, but that this is not observed by the employing institution. In relation to research, each academic knows his/her own productivity parameter, b, which again is not observed by the institution. But an individual does not know the value of n, reflecting the risky aspect of research as discussed above. In Section 4 we examine these parameters more carefully, and consider ways in which they might become endogenous. For the time being, however, we treat a, b and the distribution of n as given and exogenous.



3. Solutions to the Individual Model Let us now explore the properties of the solutions to this general problem. There are two main cases to consider. Case 1: r < k, so in effect, r = 0 and R = 0 (Solution with teaching only) Then the overall problem simplifies to the maximisation w.r.t. t of u(w + C, at, 0), subject only to the constraint: t £ t £ 1 . Clearly the solution then depends on the shape of the derivative, uT, about which we have not yet made any particular assumptions. (a) If uT remains positive - implying that the academic positively likes to do ever more teaching then the solution obtained is t = 1. (b) If uT is always negative - implying that the academic prefers to do as little teaching as possible - then obviously the solution is t = t , and the academic does the minimum teaching



11 he/she can get away with (given that he/she has chosen the postulated teaching-only solution in the first place). The institution only sets the hours of input, so someone who is low productivity both in teaching and research actually only delivers effective (quality) teaching, T = a L t , where we are assuming that aL is the lowest level of a. (c) If uT is initially positive and then turns negative, so that the academic likes to do some teaching but not “too much”, then obviously the equilibrium amount of teaching that will be undertaken is given by the condition: uT (w + C, at, 0) = 0. Among other things, this implies that the hours of teaching undertaken (i.e. the input) will be inversely proportional to the teacher’s productivity. A high productivity teacher who does not like research needs to do rather little! In all cases, the solution is (t*, 0), yielding utility u(w + C, at*, 0). Utility Function To make further progress here, suppose that the utility function is quadratic in T and R, linear in y, i.e. it assumes the form:



u( y , T , R ) = y + mT - 21 hT 2 + pR - 21 qR 2



(5)



Using some of the above definitions and relationships, we can then express u(.) in terms of t, r, and n, thus:



u = w + mT - 21 hT 2 + ( p + l w) R - 21 qR 2 = w + mat - 21 ha 2 t 2 + ( p + l w)(r - k )bn - 21 qb 2 (r - k ) 2 n 2



(6)



Of course, if r < k, the last two terms in (6) drop out and we return to the teaching only Case 1, that we have just been discussing. This is readily solved explicitly, and we make use of the solution in what follows. Note first, however, that the quadratic form of utility function adopted here for simplicity might not be considered wholly satisfactory as it clearly fails to satisfy some of the standard assumptions normally made about the utility function. The standard approach would entail adopting a functional form of the sort: U(y, 1 - t - r), where the second argument represents “leisure”, and where all derivatives are taken to have the usual signs. Exploring such a more general formulation will form the subject of a later paper. Case 2: r > k, so that R > 0



12 The expected value of u(.) w.r.t. n must then be maximised with respect to r and t, subject to the constraints:



r + t £ 1, t ³ t



(7)



We require the solution to result in r > k, of course, and a suitable boundary condition can be derived to ensure this. However, as we shall see, values of r close to k will not be observed, as the teaching only solution (Case 1) will, in such cases, yield higher utility. The maximand, U = E(u(.)), can be expressed in the form: U = ( w + mat - 21 ha 2 t 2 ) + ( p + lw)(r - k )bm n - 21 qb 2 (r - k ) 2 s n2



(8)



where :n is the mean of n, s n2 is the expected value of n2, equal to ( m n2 + s 2 ) where s is the standard deviation of n. Forming the Lagrangian, we get:



L = ( w + mat - 21 ha 2 t 2 ) + ( p + lw)(r - k )bmn - 21 qb 2 (r - k ) 2 s n2 + r(1 - r - t ) + n (t - t )



(9)



where D and < are Lagrange multipliers. Differentiating the Lagrangian with respect to t and r gives the pair of first order conditions:



ma - ha 2 t - r + n = 0 ( p + lw)bmn - qb 2 (r - k )s n2 - r = 0



(10)



Conditions (10) give rise to a number of solution possibilities that need separate discussion. In any given situation, of course, the relevant solution depends on the particular parameter values assigned to the underlying equations of the model. Case 2.1, D = 0 and < = 0 (Interior solutions for research and teaching) Then it is easy to see from (10) that:



t* =



( p + lw) mn m , and (r * - k ) = ha qbs n2



(11)



where the asterisk denotes the optimal values of the corresponding variables. Clearly, this solution can only occur when the parameters of the problem satisfy the conditions:



13



(1 - k ) ³



( p + lw) mn é m mù ³ t and £ ê1 - k 2 ha ha úû qbs n ë



(12)



since otherwise the optimal values would violate (7). The term in square brackets in the second inequality in (12) can be regarded as an academic’s uncommitted time, since it represents the time available after both the preferred amount of teaching and the overhead component of research have been accounted for. This uncommitted time is devoted partly to research itself, partly to leisure. Notice that in this case the academic can choose his/her preferred amounts of teaching and research independently of each other, since the overall time constraint is not binding. There is thus no direct trade off here between teaching and research. As one would anticipate, the chosen level of teaching depends both on the preference parameters and inversely on the productivity of teaching. The chosen level of research activity (above k) depends on the sum of pecuniary and psychic returns, the mean of the research output distribution, and inversely on the productivity of research and the variance of the research output distribution. Thus an academic who - rightly or wrongly - perceives research as yielding more output on average, or as being less risky, will choose to do more research. Case 2.2, D > 0 and < = 0 (Interior solution for teaching) In this case we have to solve for r and t a pair of equations, one of which is the overall academic time constraint, the other of which is obtained by combining the two equations in (10):



r + t = 1, or (r - k ) + t = (1 - k ) ma - ha 2 t = ( p + lw)bmn - qb 2 (r - k )s n2



(13)



Solving these yields the results:



ha 2 (1 - k ) - ma + ( p + lw)bmn r *- k = , and t * = 1 - r * ha 2 + qb 2s n2



(14)



This solution can occur provided that:



t * ³ t , and ha 2 (1 - k ) + ( p + lw)bmn ³ ma



(15)



In this solution there evidently is a trade off between teaching and research, since any



14 parameter change that affects one must also affect the other through the binding overall time constraint. Any increase in the rewards to research, for instance, will induce more research activity and result in a smaller allocation of time to teaching. Utility Maximisation Which solution is relevant for a particular individual depends, above all, on the levels of utility they yield for the academic concerned. Let us therefore review the above solutions from this perspective, and compute the utility level generated by each. (a) Teaching only solution Using the quadratic functional form, the result is t* = m/ha, which gives (expected) utility level, U 1 = ( w + C) +



1 2



m2 h



(16)



(b) Solutions with research and teaching Corresponding to Case 2.1, giving interior solutions for r and t, we get:



m2 1 ( p + lw) 2 mn2 (17) U 21 = w + + 2 h qs n2 Corresponding to Case 2.2, giving an interior solution for t but with a binding overall time 1 2



constraint, the (expected) utility level turns out to be:



U 22 = {w + ma (1 - k ) - 21 ha 2 (1 - k ) 2 } +



1 2



{ha



2



(1 - k ) - ma + ( p + lw)bmn } {ha 2 + qb 2s n2 }



2



(18)



To find which of these solutions applies to a given academic, it is simplest to plot them on a graph with U on the vertical axis and some other variable of interest on the horizontal one. To be specific, Figure 1 does this for the case where the relevant variable is the (perceived) returns to research, z = (p + 8w). There are various possibilities, depending on parameter values, but if the first inequalities in (12) are satisfied by (m/ha) (implying that the academic prefers to do some teaching above the institutional minimum, but not so much as to leave no time for research), then the solution is as shown in Figure 1, and comprises three segments. [Figure 1 about here]



15 The first segment, from z = 0 up to the level z1 where (16) and (17) intersect, is a region where the academic only engages in teaching. Between z1 and z2 the level of teaching undertaken still remains constant but the volume of research carried out steadily increases. Then from z2 and beyond, the overall time constraint is binding. The volume of research continues to rise, but at the expense of teaching (until the lower constraint on teaching is reached, at which point further changes in the returns to research can have no effect). It can be seen that the level of z at which the academic first engages in research, z1, is given by the following condition (obtained from equating U1 and U21):



z1 =



sn mn



2qC



(19),



which implies in turn that the minimum level of research activity that will be observed, r1, is defined by the equation:



r1 = k +



1 2C s nb q



(20)



Thus any given academic will either undertake no research at all, or he/she will research at a level well above the basic research overhead level, k, to an extent determined by (20). Now Figure 1 describes the behaviour of a given academic in the face of varying incentives to pursue research as reflected in the parameter, z. But in practice, z is an institutional parameter as we discuss further in the next section. For given z, different academics in an institution will make choices about teaching and research that depend upon their individual parameters, a and b. However, academics can also make choices about the institution in which they will work, implying that there is a mutual interaction between the incentive parameters motivating the academics in a given institution, and the set of academics who will choose to work there. In a very simple setting, we now proceed to explore this interaction.



4. Mobility and Institutional Competition To study the interplay between incentives and mobility, we consider a setting with just two universities (A and B), and with two types of academic, teachers (aT, bT) and researchers (aR, bR), where we assume that: aT > aR (teachers are more productive in teaching than researchers), and bR > bT (researchers are more productive in research than teachers). There are equal numbers of each type of academic, and each university needs to employ the same number of staff to meet its



16 teaching commitments. These assumptions are made here in order to simplify the discussion by enabling us to focus on one specific form of interaction between institutions. I make no claim concerning their general validity. In setting incentives for their academic staff, suppose that institution A is strongly research oriented, so that zA > 0. In contrast, suppose that institution B is not interested in research at all (though, of course, it would not object if any staff undertook research of their own volition), and reflects this preference by setting zB = 0. Assume further that the parameter C, reflecting the alternative earnings open to teachers, is different in the two institutions, with CB > CA. Thus alternative earnings for teachers are higher in the institution that places greater priority upon the teaching function of its academic staff, as one might expect. Then we can show that there is a level of the reward for research offered by institution A, zA, which ensures that in equilibrium, all researchers work in A, all teachers work in B. Moreover, this outcome results from self selection by the academics concerned, without any need for their individual characteristics to be revealed explicitly to their respective institutions. If there is such an equilibrium value for zA, then it must satisfy the following conditions: u(TA) < u(TB) and u(RA) > u(RB)



(21),



where the notation means “the utility of a teacher in institution A”, etc. Thus (21) simply asserts that teachers get higher utility in B, researchers in A. For the equilibrium to make economic sense, of course, it must also be the case that researchers actually choose to do research, while teachers choose not to do so. From the assumptions made hitherto, it is evident that in institution B, active researchers cannot achieve the earnings of teachers due to the condition zB = 0. Consequently, if good researchers find themselves in B, they will nevertheless adopt a teaching only pattern of working. Hence to ensure that researchers will all end up in A, and that they will undertake research, the following condition must hold (derived from (16) and (17), above):



w+



1 2



m2 + h



1 2



z 2A m n2 > ( w + CB ) + qs 2



1 2



m2 h



(22),



sn 2qCB . This is precisely analogous to the mn condition for an academic to undertake research that we found in (19). What it means is that if



which simplifies to yield the inequality: z A >



the rewards to research are high enough in A, researchers in A will earn more and achieve higher utility by researching than they could by undertaking teaching only in either institution. Hence



17 all researchers will wish to work in institution A when this condition holds. Note that for the proposed solution to be valid, the second inequality of (12) must also hold, namely:



ì zAmn m ü ý 2 £ í1 - k ha R þ qbR s n î



(23)



If this condition does not hold, then we have to analyse the problem using the timeconstrained solution (Case 2.2 above), but for simplicity, this possibility is neglected in what follows. All teachers will wish to work in university B, and undertake teaching only, provided that they could do no better - in utility terms - by working in A as a researcher. For this to be the case, we have to assume that teachers are sufficiently unproductive as researchers that the second inequality in (12) cannot hold for them (if this inequality held, it would mean that teachers could choose a level of research that gave them higher utility than a teaching only solution), i.e.



ì zAmn m ü k > 1 í ý ha T þ qbT s n2 î



(24)



This means that bT must be sufficiently small (unproductive research) and/or aT sufficiently large (productive teaching) for a solution involving research to be unattractive. Thus in this rather simple framework, what we find is that academics respond to the incentives offered by different universities by locating themselves in the institutions that best match their personal characteristics. True, the analysis has only been sketched for the most straightforward case, namely two types of institution and two types of academic. But it can, in principle, be extended to deal with more complex situations.



5. Conclusions This paper has started to investigate an issue that increasingly concerns universities, namely how academics divide their time between teaching and research, and more generally, what motivates them to do anything at all. We have developed a simple model in which the institutional constraint is quite mild, taking the form of a minimum input of time into the teaching component of an academic job, but with no corresponding constraint on the time that must be devoted to research. This seems to me to reflect present-day reality, since although universities would like their academic staff to do more and higher quality research, they have mostly not found ways of



18 imposing such a requirement at the institutional level. Academics are then supposed to be motivated both by the pecuniary returns of their job, and by the immediate satisfaction they gain from doing teaching and research. In the resulting framework, it turns out that academics will either choose only to teach, or they will undertake both teaching and research in proportions that depend on relative returns, preferences, and so on. It also turned out that academics either do no research or they do a great deal - no one will find it desirable to do just a little. Mostly academics turned out to be time unconstrained in that they could choose optimal (preferred) levels of teaching and/or research and still be left with some uncommitted time. Only when the returns to research (i.e. z) were sufficiently high would academics face genuinely time constrained teaching and research; and only then does the often discussed trade off between teaching and research arise. The proportions of academics exhibiting different mixes of teaching and research effort obviously depend on precise parameter values which were not explored in detail. What pointers can this type of analysis provide for future policies regarding academic incentives, given that institutions would like their academics to do more research? First, the basic wage, w, has no impact on the amount teaching undertaken and only affects research via the income supplement for research success, 8w. Hence raising basic wages will do little to stimulate more research unless 8 is already substantial, but raising 8 itself can prove very effective. What this entails is a differentiation of the pay structure so that those who do both teaching and research are properly rewarded. Those who only teach would just get the basic wage. Second, the analysis shows that a lower value of C, the additional income that a nonresearcher can earn, would stimulate more research. Hence institutions could stimulate research if they could identify ways of limiting the alternative earning opportunities of their staff, e.g. by regulating external teaching and other activities. This is a management task that institutions have so far not found easy to tackle, since clear policies are hard to define and enforce effectively. Moreover, given the low basic wage for academics, it is likely that judgements about C form part of some academics’ motivation either to enter, or subsequently to remain in, the academic profession. Hence in practice, regulation might prove rather difficult. Alternatively, if C is given the alternative interpretation of an opportunity cost of leisure (see fn.5), this line of argument does not apply at all. Instead, that interpretation might compel



19 institutions to find ways of securing from their academic staff at least some minimum input of time - over and above the required teaching minimum - to provide “space” for research. Again, most universities in the UK have not shown much willingness to grasp this nettle either. Moreover, the institutional analysis sketched later in the paper suggested that competition between institutions, and possibly diverse institutional “missions”, can also complicate the picture somewhat, since we noted that not only could academics respond to the incentives offered by a given institution, but they could move between institutions. An institutional equilibrium was outlined in which one institution specialised in research - and attracted the academics to do that while the other specialised in teaching and attracted only teachers. This was only the starting point for a more complex analysis of institutional competition and diversity in higher education that must await further research.



20 Endnotes 1. Sraffa being a particularly famous example in economics, producing nothing of note for some decades, until the eventual publication of his book, Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities. 2. In my own case, I received a one hour lecture on “The Lecture”, a one hour lecture on “The Seminar” and a one hour lecture on “The Tutorial”, and that was all. 3. Since 1988, new academic contracts in the UK have not formally incorporated tenure as it was understood in the past. But institutions have not subjected the new contracts to scrutiny by employment tribunals or by the courts, and the general practice therefore remains as in the past, that academic contracts are treated as permanent and secure. 4. See also Prendergast (1999) for a much more comprehensive survey of incentives in firms, analysing a wide variety of different forms of employment contract. 5. Alternatively, with little substantive change, the introduction of C could be regarded as a way of capturing the opportunity cost of leisure.
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